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Netherlands Mode Choice CaseThis ase study deals with the estimation of a mode hoie behavior modelfor interity travelers using revealed preferene data. The survey was on-duted during 1987 for the Netherlands Railways to assess fators thatinuene the hoie between rail and ar for interity travel.
ContextNijmegen is a small ity in the eastern side of the Netherlands near theborder with Germany. The ity has typial rail onnetions with the majorities in the western metropolitan area alled the Randstad (that ontainsAmsterdam, Rotterdam and The Hague). Trips from Nijmegen to theRandstad take approximately two hours by both rail and ar. A binaryhoie model an be developed to model the mode hoie of the travelersfor interity travel.
Data CollectionThis dataset was olleted by a survey onduted in this orridor during1987 by the Netherlands Railways to assess fators that inuene the hoiebetween ar and rail. The sample onsisted of residents of Nijmegen who:� made a trip in the previous three months to Amsterdam, Rotterdamor The Hague;� did not use a yearly rail pass, or other types of pass whih wouldeliminate the marginal ost of the trip;� had the possibility of using a ar, namely, possessed a driver's lienseand had a ar available in the household; and� had the possibility of using rail, namely, did not have any very heavybaggage, were not handiapped, and did not need to visit multipledestinations. 1



2Qualifying residents of Nijmegen were identi�ed in a random telephonesurvey and requested to partiipate in a home interview. 235 interviewswere onduted out of the 365 people who were reahed by telephone andsatis�ed the above riteria. The entire home interview was administeredusing laptop miroomputers, so the respondent replied to the questionson the omputer sreen. The respondents were requested to report theharateristis of the above-mentioned trip, and those of a trip to the samedestination but with the unhosen mode. So the attribute values of bothmodes were provided by the respondents rather than alulated from net-work data. The data have 228 observations (some observations had to bedisarded beause of inonsisteny), eah inluding the following items:� mode used (rail or ar)� trip purpose� travel ost (for both hosen mode and unhosen mode)� in-vehile travel time (for both hosen mode and unhosen mode)� aess and egress time (for both hosen mode and unhosen mode)� number of transfers for rail mode� soio-eonomi harateristis of the respondent (e.g., age, gender)
Variables for Binary Logit ModelIn table 1 we report the desription of the variables in the dataset.In table 2 we report the desriptive statistis.
Variables for Simultaneous RP-SP EstimationThere is a total of 1739 observations available. The revealed preferene datareords the mode used on interity trips by 228 individuals. All but two2
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Name DesriptionId Unique numerial identi�er for eah subjetChoie Travel mode hoie indiator. 0 if ar and 1if railPurpose Trip purpose. 1 if work and 0 otherwise.Npersons Number of persons traveling togetherAge Respondents age ategory. 1 if 41 or olderand 0 otherwise.Employ status Employment ategory. 1 if unemployed and0 otherwise.Mainearn 1 if main earner in the family and 0 other-wise.Arrival time 1 if traveler had a �xed arrival time and 0otherwise.Gender 1 if male and 0 if female.Rail ivtt Travel time for rail (hours)Rail ost Travel ost for rail (Guilders)Rail transfers Number of transfers for rail.Rail a time Rail aess time (hours)Rail egr time Rail egress time (hours)Rail a mode Rail aess mode. 1 if walk and 0 otherwise.Rail egr mode Rail egress mode. 1 if walk and 0 otherwise.Seat status Travel lass. 1 if �rst lass and 0 otherwise.Car ivtt Travel time for ar (hours)Car ost Travel ost for ar (Guilders)Car walk time Walking time parking/destination path(hours)Car parking fee Parking fee for ar. 1 if free and 0 otherwise.Table 1: Desription of variables3



4Mean Median Std. Dev. Range Minimum MaximumChoie 0.36 0 0.48 1 0 1Npersons 2.47 2 1.32 5 1 6Car walk time 0.09 0.04 0.11 0.83 0 0.83Rail a time 0.24 0.17 0.15 0.95 0.05 1Rail egr time 0.30 0.25 0.19 1.25 0 1.25Car ivtt 1.64 1.5 0.36 2.25 0.75 3Car ost 16.25 11.42 15.60 89.75 0.25 90Rail ivtt 1.62 1.50 0.35 2.25 0.75 3Rail ost 35.04 35 9.88 67.20 7.80 75Purpose 0.16 0 0.37 1 0 1Rail transfers 0.68 1 0.65 2 0 2Gender 0.45 0 0.50 1 0 1Age 0.32 0 0.47 1 0 1Table 2: Desriptive statistisof these individuals also provided up to nine stated preferene responsesto hypothetial hanges in network attributes. Survey respondents all hadthe possibility of using either auto or rail for their trip, and did not own arail pass that would eliminate the marginal ost of a trip.The variables in this data set are summarized in tables 4 and 5.
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Name DesriptionId Unique numerial identi�er for eah subjetRp 1 if the reord is an RP hoie,0 otherwiseSp 1 if the reord is an SP hoie,0 otherwise (note: rp + sp = 1)hoie Mode hoie (and setting) indiator:0 for auto in RP ontext,1 for rail in RP ontext,10 for auto in SP ontext,11 for rail in SP ontextrp hoie Mode hoie indiator for the person's atual hoie:0 for auto,1 for rail (note: rphoie = hoie for RP reords)One The number 1rail ivtt in-vehile travel time for rail (hours)rail ost Cost (per person) for rail (Guilders)rail transfers Number of transfers for railrp transfers Number of rail transfers in the RP hoie (note:rail transfers = rp transfers for RP reords)rail a time Aess time for rail (hours)rail egr time Egress time for rail (hours)rail omfort Comfort level for rail in the SP exerises:0 = most omfortable,1 = medium omfort,2 = least omfortable;-1 for RP reordsTable 3: Desription of variables
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Name Desriptionrp rail ovt Aes plus egress time for rail (hours) in the RP hoierail a mode Walk aess dummy for rail in the RP hoie:1 = respondent walked to station,0 = other aess mode;-1 for SP reordsrail egr mode Walk egress dummy for rail in the RP hoie:1 = respondent walked from station,0 = other egress mode;-1 for SP reordsseat status First lass dummy for rail in the RP hoie:1 = respondent traveled in �rst lass,0 = other lass(es);-1 for SP reordsar ivtt in-vehile time for auto (hours)ar ost Cost (per person) for auto (Guilders)ar walk time Aess plus egress time for auto (hours)rp ar ovt Out-of-vehile time (hours) for auto in the RP hoiear parking fee Free parking dummy for auto in the RP hoie:1 = traveler an park for free,0 = traveler must pay for parking;-1 for SP reordspurpose Business trip dummy:1 = business trip0 = other purposesTable 4: Desription of variables
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Name Desriptionarrival time Fixed arrival time dummy:1 = traveler must arrive at a given time,0 = traveler has exibility in arrival timegender Gender dummy:1 = female,0 = malenpersons Number of persons traveling togetherage Age dummy:1 = 41 or older,0 = 40 or youngeremploy status Unemployment dummy:1 = unemployed,0 = employedmainearn Main earner dummy:1 = main earner in the family,0 otherwiseTable 5: Desription of variables
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